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Abstract. Goal-driven autonomy (GDA) is a reflective model of goal
reasoning combining deliberative planning and plan execution monitor-
ing. GDA’s is the focus of increasing interest due in part to the need to
ensure that autonomous agents behave as intended. However, to perform
well, comprehensive GDA agents require substantial domain knowledge.
In this paper I focus on our work to automatically learn knowledge used
by GDA agents. I also discuss future research directions.

1 Introduction

Goal-driven autonomy (GDA) is a reflective model of goal reasoning combining
deliberative planning and plan execution monitoring. The key aspect of GDA
is the intermix between the agent’s observations (e.g., from sensors), goal rea-
soning, including formulating new goals, and acting according to the goals it is
pursuing. GDA is related to fields such as the actor’s view of planning [15] (i.e.,
a framework for interleaving planning and execution), online planning [20] (i.e.,
refining a planning solution while executing it in the environment), cognitive
systems [21] (e.g., agents endowed with self-reflection capabilities) and general
agency [4]. The key distinctive feature of goal reasoning agents is their capability
to adjust their goals, including changing their goals altogether while acting in an
environment. This in contrast to approaches such as replanning [14, 36] where
the plan generated is modified due to changes in the environment while still
aiming to achieve the same goals. For example, in [26], we use guiding principles
we called motivators to select which goals to achieve. As indicated in [2], there
is an increasing interest in goal reasoning, in part, because of applications such
as UUVs’ control [29], air combat [13] and disaster response [33].

To perform well, comprehensive GDA agents require substantial domain
knowledge to determine expected states [24], identify and explain discrepancies
[22], formulate new goals [39], and manage pending goals [37]. This requires, for
example, the agent’s programmers to anticipate what discrepancies can occur,
identify what goals can be formulated, and define their relative priority.

In this paper, I will focus on our work to automatically learn knowledge used
by GDA agents performed over the past years. This includes:
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Fig. 1. The goal-driven autonomy model [25, 24]

– Using reinforcement Learning to acquire planning, explanation and goal for-
mulation knowledge (Section 3).

– Using case-based reasoning techniques for learning expectations, and goals
(Section 4).

– Formulating a taxonomy of automatically generated expectations using learned
hierarchical task network representations (Section 5).

In Section 6, I will discuss ongoing research directions including computing
expectations beyond a linear sequence of actions.

2 The goal driven autonomy model

GDA agents generate a plan π achieving some goals g using a planning domain
Σ [25, 24, 5] (see Figure 1). They continually monitor the environment to check
if the agent’s own expectations x are met in the state s. When a discrepancy D
is found between the agent’s expectations X and the environment s, the agent
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generate a plausible explanation e for d; as a result of this explanation, a new
goal ĝ is generated, thereby restarting the cycle with g = ĝ.

If A denotes all actions in the domain and S denotes all states, the following
are the knowledge artifacts needed by GDA agents:

– Σ, which contains a function γ : S×A→ S, indicating for each action a ∈ A,
and every state s ∈ S, what is the resulting state γ(s) when applying a in s.

– Π, a planning system. In addition to Σ, it may include additional knowledge
to generate plans such as HTN planning knowledge.

– G, the collection of all goals that can be pursued by the agents.
– Given an action a in a plan π, what are the expectations of when executing
a. This is dependent on where a occurs in π as well as the initial state from
which π started its execution.

– The explanation knowledge. For example, explanation knowledge may con-
sist of a collection of rules of the form D → e, indicating for a discrepancy
D what is its explanation e.

– Goal formulation knowledge. For example, goal formulation knowledge may
consist of a collection of rules of the form e → g̃, indicating for each expla-
nation, what is the next goal to achieve.

– Goal selection knowledge. In its most simple form it always selects to last
goal generated by Goal Formulator (i.e., g = g̃).

3 Learning plan, explanation and goal formulation
Knowledge with reinforcement learning

We explored the use of reinforcement learning (RL) techniques [35] to learn
planning knowledge for GDA. The assumptions are that the agent knows the
plausible actions As ⊂ A that can be taken in an state s ∈ S. But the problem
is that the agent doesn’t know, among those actions in As, which is the best or
even a good action to take. Typical of RL, the agent aims at learning the value
of each action a ∈ As in such a way that it maximizes its rewards. The result
of RL’s learning process is a policy π : S → A, indicating for every state, which
action π(s) to take [17].

We also took advantage of RLs capabilities to both select plausible explana-
tions for a discrepancy [12] and to select possible goals for a given explanation
[18]. In both cases we formulate the selection problem as a Markov Decision
Problem (see Table 1). The aim is to choose the best explanation among the
possible discrepancies. Thus we view each discrepancy as an state and each ex-
planation as an action. All other aspects of the GDA process being equal, if the
overall performance of the GDA agent improves, we will assign a positive reward
to the explanation selected and a negative reward otherwise. This means that the
agent could consider multiple plausible explanations for the same discrepancy
and over time it learns the value of each explanation (i.e., higher value means
more plausible explanation).

We did a similar approach to learn goal selection knowledge but this time
modeling the possible explanations as the states and the choice of a goal as the
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action. These were separate works and we never tried to simultaneously learn
explanation selection and goal formulation knowledge. We will retake this point
in the future work section.

Table 1. Modeling explanation selection and goal formulation as an MDP

MDP Actions States

Explanation generation All possible explanations All possible discrepancies

Goal Formulation All possible goals All possible explanations

We tested our approach in adversarial games. Specifically real-time strategy
(RTS) games. In these games players control armies to defeat an opponent.
These games add elements that make game playing challenging: armies consists
of different types of units. The outcome of unit versus unit combat follows a
paper-rock-scissors design: archers can easily defeat gryphons but are themselves
easily defeated by knights. In turn knights can be easily defeated by gryphons.
Thus, the best players are those who maintain a well balanced army and know
how to manage it during battle. Another aspect that makes RTS games even
more challenging is the fact that players make their moves synchronously thereby
rewarding players that can make decisions quickly.

In our experiments [18, 17, 12], the GDA agent is controlling a player that
is competing against various opponents, one at the time in each game instance.
These opponents used a variety of hard coded strategies. For testing we did the
typical leave-one-out strategy: given N opponents, the GDA agent trained by
playing against N−1 opponents and was tested against the remaining opponent
not used in training. The results were compelling showing a significant improve-
ment by the learning GDA agent. The reward function was the difference in
score between the GDA player and its opponent. Thus, a positive score means
the GDA is defeating the opponent whereas a negative reward indicates that the
opponent is winning.

4 Learning expectations and goals with case-based
reasoning

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving method in which cases, in-
stances of previous problem-solving episodes, are reused to solve new problems
[1]. One of the situations when it is desirable to use CBR is when there are gaps
in the knowledge preventing the formulation of a complete theory, one that can
be reasoned by using first-principles. This is precisely the situation we encoun-
tered when computing the expectations after taking an action a in state s, the
agent does not have any knowledge about the expected state. Furthermore, since
the gaming domains are nondeterministic, meaning that after applying an action
a to an state s there could be many possible resulting states as and the agent
initially does not know which are those states and the probability that anyone
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of them will be reached after applying action a in s. To solve this problem we
created a case base, CBX of expectations [18]:

CBX : S ×A→ 2S×[0,1]

This case base maps for each state-action pair (s, a) a probability distribution
of pairs (q, p) indicating the probability p of reaching state q. In a typical CBR
manner, each time the controller selects an action a from state s (i.e., as indicated
by a policy π as described in the previous section), then one of the following two
steps is performed:

– If q was never reached before when action a was selected from state s, then
(q, p) is stored in the CBX with p = 1/N(s,a), where N(s,a) is the number of
times a has been selected when reaching state s.

– If q has been selected N(s,a,q) times then the value of p is updated to p =
(N(s,a,q) + 1)/N(s,a).

CBR is also used to learn to associate a goal state sπ to a policy π [18,
19]. Following a policy from an starting state s0 produces an execution trace
s0 π(s0) · · · π(sn) sn+1. If an state q appears with at least some predefined
frequency f on the last k steps in the trace then q is assigned to be the goal of
the policy (f and k are parameters set by the user). Otherwise sn+1 is assigned
to be the goal. Since different chains may be generated for the same initial state
and policy, we keep a probability distribution of goals akin to the way we kept
a provability distribution of expectations described before. Although we only
annotate the policy with the goal having the highest probability.

The goals are used as described in the previous section in the goal formulation
procedure. When a goal gπ is selected, its associated policy π is executed. Since
our agents perform on-line learning, π changes over time, which may result in
gπ itself changing.

5 A taxonomy of expectations with HTN planning

For this research thrust, we leverage on our previous work for automatically
learning hierarchal task networks (HTN) [16, 40]. The learning problem can be
succinctly described as follows: given a collection of plans generated by some
(possibly unknown) agent and a collection of tasks T , learn HTN planning knowl-
edge in a manner that is consistent with the given collection of plans. The learned
HTN indicate how to decompose a task t ∈ T into subtasks t1 · · · tm in T and
the applicability conditions (i.e., the preconditions) under which this task de-
composition, t→ t1 · · · tm, is valid. The learned HTNs can be used by the HTN
planner SHOP [27] to generate plans. That is, we set Π = SHOP and π is an
HTN plan.

Under the premise of using HTN planning for plan generation, we exam-
ine the notion of expectations for GDA agents. Expectations play an important
role in the performance of GDA agents [8]: if the expectations are too general,
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Fig. 2. Generic HTN; actions are divided between those already executed and those
to execute; analogously, tasks are divided between those accomplished and those that
remain open

many unnecessary discrepancies will be found triggering unnecessary and pos-
sible detrimental GDA process. An example of a detrimental situation is the
following: suppose in an RTS game that the GDA is very close to destroying an
opponent’s town hall, thereby defeating the opponent. Suppose that at the same
time the player unexpectedly detects a large opponent’s force poised to take
over the player’s resource gathering operation (resources are needed to increase
a player’s army). This discrepancy may trigger a new goal to defend the resource
gathering operation, which in turn may deviate part of the army from attacking
the town hall and miss the chance of winning the game. If the expectations are
too narrow, discrepancies can be missed in situations were formulating a goal
would have been beneficial.

We studied the problem of eliciting expectations from plans [9] and from
HTN plans [8]. The basic premise is to divide the plan into two portions: the
actions already executed and the actions that remain to execute 2. SHOP prop-
agates forward the state and the next action to execute is checked against the
current state. Correspondingly, the task hierarchy can be divided between those
tasks that have been achieved because their underlying portion of the plan is
executed and those that are open (i.e., remain to be achieved) because some of
its underlying actions have not been achieved.

We explored 5 forms of expectations used in by GDA agents and more gen-
erally in goal reasoning agents:

– None. It checks the preconditions of the next action to execute. That is,
if the preconditions are applicable in the current state. This is useful, for
example, in the early stages of an RTS game when the player is focusing
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on building its own economy. It typically focus on a predefined plan (this is
called the build order [28]). As soon as the preconditions of the next action
become applicable, it executes it. For example, building a peasant requires
a certain amount of gold; the player needs to wait until that amount is
reached before actually proceeding to build the peasant. All the following
expectations check the preconditions of the next action plus some additional
conditions.

– Immediate. It checks if the effects of the last executed action has been
completed. This can be useful in highly reactive environments such as first-
person shooter games were for example the agent is checking if after jumping
it reaches the targeted platform.

– State. This is the most common form of expectations used in GDA. The
agent checks if the conditions in the state obtained by projecting from the
starting state after each action executed so far match the observations in
the environment. This is a natural way for GDA agent using a variety of
conditions in the state including symbolic [25], ontological [6] and numerical
[38]. It ensures that the part of the plan that remains to be executed, it is
still executable from the current state.

– Informed. This is a form we created [9]. Instead of projecting the whole
state, it projects only the accumulated effects from the actions executed so
far. The basic idea is that only the accumulated effects are the necessary
conditions that should be checked against the actual state. There might be
observations in the actual state that do not match the projected state, but if
those observations are not propagated conditions, there is no need to trigger
the GDA process. For example, if in an RTS game, the plan π calls for taking
a resource area in the center of the map, and while executing this plan it
detects some neutral units in a nearby location that pose no threat to the
plan, they can simply ignore them, without triggering an unnecessary GDA
cycle. In contrast, state expectations will trigger an iteration of the GDA
cycle every time any observation doesn’t match the expected state.

– informed-k. Informed-k expectations are informed expectations that are
checked every k steps, where k is an input parameter to the agent. These
expectations were created for situations when there are costs associated with
sensing if a condition in the expectations matches an actual observation in
the state [7]. For example, a vehicle might need to stop to turn the sensors,
in which case the cost can be measured in terms of the time it needs to
remain immobile.

Various experiments were made using variations of benchmark domains from
the literature such as the Mudworld [23] and the Arsonist [30] domains. In these
experiments. all other components of the GDA agent were the same and the only
change was the type of expectations they were computing [8, 9, 7]. The following
observations were made: none and immediate expectations had no or very low
sensing costs but GDA agents frequently failed to achieve the goals it expected to
have achieved. GDA agents using state expectations achieved all goals that the
agent expected to achieve but had the highest sensing costs compared to agents
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using other forms of expectations. Using informed expectations also achieve all
goals but at a much lower costs than when using state expectations. Depending
on the parameter k, Informed-k expectations also achieved all goals while having
the lowest cost.

6 Current and future research directions

We are currently exploring a variety of directions. First, existing work on expec-
tations (ours and others) assume the plan π as a sequence of actions (possibly
augmented with a hierarchy of tasks). When the solution π is a policy, existing
research is looking at the execution trace from following the policy [17]; that is, a
sequence of actions. We are currently exploring goal regression for policies, which
unlike for the case of sequences of actions, cannot guarantee the minimal set of
necessary conditions as opposed to the deterministic case [32]. We are exploring
combining informed and goal regression expectations for the non-deterministic
case [31].

Second, we also will like to explore the definitions of different forms of expec-
tations for domains that include a combination of numeric and symbolic variables
and outcomes are dictated by (a possible unknown) probability distribution. This
includes situations when, for example, the agent’s gasoline consumption is deter-
mined using a probability distribution while at the same time it is ascertaining
if a message was sent or not.

Third, we will like to explore the interaction between the different compo-
nents of the GDA process. For example, how the learned planning knowledge
affects the expectations; in turn how discrepancies generated as a result of ex-
pectations elicited in this particular way affect the kinds of explanations gener-
ated and how this in turn determine the goals formulated. For this purpose we
need a common plan representation formalism. We recently adopted the hierar-
chical goal networks (HGNs) formalism [34] instead of hierarchical task networks
(HTN) for the planning formalism used by the planner Π. Unlike HTNs, HGNs
represent goals, not tasks, at all echelons of the hierarchy. This has been shown
to be useful to learn the hierarchies [3]; it also been shown to be particularly
suitable for execution monitoring [11, 10] as the agent can determine directly if
a goal is achieved; unlike tasks in HTNs that do not have explicit semantics.
In HTNs, the only way to fulfill tasks is by executing the underlying plan gen-
erated from the HTN planning process. HGNs have the same expressiveness as
total-oder HTN planning [34].
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